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ABSTRACT

The current study explored the nuanced associations between components of executive functioning (EF) and subtypes of aggression, using a latent variable approach. Participants were racially diverse undergraduate students who completed a self-report of reactive (RA) and proactive aggression (PA), and traditional neuropsychological tasks of EF. The appropriateness of using a nested bifactor model of EF was confirmed, and this bifactor model of EF was used to examine the specific associations between components of EF and RA and PA. Results revealed components of EF are differentially associated with RA and PA, such that impulsive, provoked aggression is associated with lower levels of goal-oriented inhibition and higher levels of flexibility, whereas planned, goal-oriented aggression is associated with higher levels of working memory. Findings from the current study underscore the importance of considering the multidimensional nature of EF as well as aggression when examining their associations with external constructs of interest.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Individuals who engage in antisocial and aggressive behaviors constitute a broad and heterogeneous group, with multiple processes contributing to the onset and persistence of these behaviors (e.g., Broidy et al., 2003; Loeber & Hay, 1997; Herrenkohl et al., 2000; Moffitt, 1993, Tremblay, 2000). Consequently, in an attempt to delineate this heterogeneous construct, researchers have aimed to identify and define subtypes of aggression in service of better understanding and distinguishing between pathways to aggression. One commonly made distinction in the literature is that between reactive (RA) and proactive (PA) aggression. These subtypes of aggression are primarily differentiated based upon the function of, or motivation underlying the act: whereas RA is an impulsive, emotionally-laden response to a provocation, PA is a planned act committed as a means to achieve a secondary goal (Berkowitz, 1993; Dodge, 1991; Raine et al., 2006).

A large body of literature confirms the importance of cognitive functioning, and particularly executive functioning (EF), in the explanation of aggressive and antisocial behaviors (e.g., Giancola, 1995; Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000; Ogilvie et al., 2011; Seguin, 2009; Seguin & Zelazo, 2005). EF consists of higher order cognitive abilities involved in goal attainment via problem solving processes, such as working memory, planning, representation of mental sets, and self-control (e.g., Seguin & Zelazo, 2005). Factor analytic research frequently reveals that EF is comprised of separable yet related components, including inhibition, conceptual flexibility, and monitoring (e.g., Latzman & Markon, 2010; Miyake et al., 2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). Despite the importance of EF in the explanation of aggression broadly, there is a relative dearth of research investigating the associations between specific components of EF and these subtypes of aggression. This
paucity of research is surprising, given that a critical distinction between RA and PA is the level of planning and impulsivity behind the behavior. This important theoretical distinction indicates that RA and PA may involve different cognitive processes. Moreover, in light of a growing body of literature indicating RA and PA are differentially associated with constructs related to EF, it appears especially important to consider components of EF in relation to these subtypes of aggression. As such, in the current study I aim to investigate the common and distinct associations between basic executive functioning processes and RA and PA.

1.1 Reactive and Proactive Aggression

Contemporary definitions of aggression focus on the goal underlying the behavior: specifically, aggressive behaviors are acts committed against another person with the intent to cause harm, such that the target is motivated to avoid the behavior (e.g., Anderson & Bushman, 2002; Baron & Richardson, 1994; Berkowitz, 1993; Parrott & Giancola, 2007). Clearly, this broad construct of general aggression encompasses a wide variety of behaviors that arise for a multitude of reasons, and can be expressed through various routes, including verbal, relational, and physical (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995). Given this heterogeneity, researchers frequently parse aggression into meaningful and specific subtypes. One commonly made distinction is based on the function, or primary purpose of the behavior: reactive aggression (sometimes referred to as impulsive or affective aggression), and proactive aggression (sometimes referred to as instrumental or planned aggression).

The concept of RA traces its roots back to the frustration-aggression model (e.g., Berkowitz, 1993) and is an impulsive, angry, and defensive response to a provocation. In
contrast, the concept of PA has its roots in social learning theory (e.g., Bandura, 1978) and is a premeditated, planned, and deliberate act that is committed as a means to achieve a secondary goal. Research indicates RA and PA are related, but separable constructs (e.g., Raine et al., 1996; Poulin & Boivin, 2000). Indeed, RA and PA tend to be highly correlated (Poulin & Bouvin, 2000), and as such, some have argued the distinction between RA and PA lacks utility (e.g., Bushman & Anderson, 2001). Nevertheless, RA and PA exhibit differential correlates (e.g., Brendgen et al., 2001; Conner et al., 2004; Hecht, Berg, Lilienfeld, & Latzman, in press; Latzman et al., 2011; Latzman & Vaidya, 2013), and relate to different outcomes (Fite et al., 2010). Moreover, when overlapping variance between RA and PA is statistically accounted for through the use of residual aggression scores, their associations with external correlates appear to become even more distinct (e.g., Cima & Raine, 2009; Hecht & Latzman, 2015; Hecht et al., in press). Such differences support the distinction between RA and PA, and are indicative of potentially different etiological pathways underlying these subtypes of aggression (Crick & Dodge, 1996; Latzman et al., 2011; Raine et al., 2006). Although the integration of social-cognitive factors (e.g., social-information processing theory; Crick & Dodge, 1994) into the study of aggression has contributed to our understanding of differential processes underlying RA and PA, relatively few studies have explicitly examined the contribution of more basic neurocognitive mechanisms associated with these subtypes of aggression. As noted above, one understudied but promising potential differential contributor to RA and PA is the constellation of higher-order cognitive abilities involved in self-regulation and goal attainment, known as executive functions.
1.2 Executive Functioning and Aggression

EF is a broad construct that is often recognized as important for self-regulation (Gyurak et al., 2009; Patrick, Blair, & Maggs, 2008) in the service of organized, goal-oriented behavior (Friedman et al., 2008; McCabe et al., 2010; Miyake et al., 2000). Researchers approach the study of these self-regulatory abilities from different frameworks. Whereas some take an EF perspective, others frequently approach self-regulatory abilities from a temperament framework, through the construct of effortful control, or disinhibition (e.g., Latzman & Vaidya, 2013; Rothbart, Derrberry, & Posner, 1994; Rothbart, Ellis, Rueda, & Posner, 2003; Rueda, Posner, & Rothbart, 2005). Although some have argued that EF and effortful control are distinct constructs (Blair and Ursache, 2011), recent research demonstrates significant overlap between the two (e.g., Bridget et al., 2013; Rueda, Posner, & Rothbart, 2011). Nevertheless, exactly which aspects of EF overlap with effortful control is unclear. Whereas some researchers suggest effortful control is most strongly associated with aspects of EF related to inhibition (e.g., Carlson & Moses, 2001; Ellis, Rothbart, & Posner, 2004; Nigg, 2000), others argue it is the updating or monitoring EF abilities that are most relevant (e.g., Bridgett et al., 2013). Although the degree of overlap between specific aspects of EF and effortful control is variable, it may be most prudent to consider these constructs as two related, yet distinct levels of analysis from which to study disinhibitory psychopathology (e.g., Nigg, 2000).

Self-regulatory abilities have been implicated as both risk (e.g., Nigg, 2000; Eisenberg, Spinrad, & Eggum, 2010) and protective factors (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 1997) in relation to various outcomes, including aggression. Not unexpectedly, EF has been found to affect social competence (e.g., Razza & Blair, 2009), and deficits in EF have been associated
with risky and maladaptive outcomes such as antisocial behavior and aggression (Macdonald, 2008). Presumably, deficits in EF may lead to a decrease in behavioral inhibition, which in turn, results in increased levels of aggression (e.g., Giancola, 1995; Seguin, 2009). Seguin & Zelazo (2005) posit that EF plays a central role in aggression, and observe that the development of EF during childhood and adolescence corresponds with a decline in physical aggression. They suggest that self-regulatory abilities involved in EF are essential for social competence and inhibiting aggressive behavior (Seguin & Zelazo, 2005). Indeed, deficits in EF may result in poor strategy formulation, cognitive inflexibility, or impulsiveness, leading to a propensity for disinhibited aggressive behavior (Dolan & Anderson, 2002; Pihl et al., 2003). Meta-analytic studies confirm this relationship, as strong associations have consistently been found between deficits in EF and the engagement in aggressive and antisocial behaviors, across various methodological approaches (e.g., Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000; Ogilvie et al., 2011).

EF is widely believed to be largely, although not exclusively, mediated by the frontal cortex (e.g., Miller & Cohen, 2001; Posner & Rothbart, 2000). Moreover, neuropsychological (Best, Williams, & Coccaro, 2002; Lapierre et al., 1995; Seguin et al., 1995; Yeudall & fromm-Auc, 1979), lesion (e.g., Damasio et al., 1994; Grafman et al., 1996; Tranel, 1994), and neuroimaging studies (e.g., Raine et al., 1998) all implicate the frontal cortex in aggression (see Brower & Price, 2001, for a review). A number of regions in the frontal cortex have been shown to be important for the control of angry and aggressive urges, including the orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, and dorsolateral PFC (Davidson, Putnam, & Larson, 2000; Denson, 2011; Macdonald, 2008; Siever, 2008). These regions have also been shown generally to support self-control,
including self-regulation of emotion (Heatherton, 2011; Ochsner & Gross, 2008). Overall, this literature confirms that EF and aggression share an overlapping neurobiological basis, further highlighting the role of EF in aggressive behaviors.

Although a large literature associates aggression with deficits in frontal lobe functioning and EF, a smaller body of literature suggests some antisocial and aggressive behaviors are associated with higher performance on tasks of EF. For example, Barker and colleagues (2007) examined the developmental trajectories of physical violence and theft in adolescents using a longitudinal design. Whereas frequent physical violence was associated with deficits in EF and verbal abilities, frequent theft was associated with increased levels of both EF and verbal abilities. It is possible that antisocial acts involving increased levels of planning and premeditation may be associated with higher levels of EF (Barker et al., 2007). Indeed, neuroimaging research indicates that criminals who committed planned and deliberate murders exhibited prefrontal cortex functioning similar to that of non-criminal comparison subjects, whereas those who committed impulsive, affectively-motivated murders exhibited marked abnormalities in prefrontal cortex functioning (Raine et al., 1998). As such, it appears that some antisocial and aggressive acts may require higher levels of certain aspects of EF, such as planning and conceptual flexibility, whereas others are associated with lower levels of EF.

Overall, the above-reviewed literature indicates that aggression is associated with deficits in EF. Yet, given that a small body of literature indicates certain antisocial behaviors are associated with increased levels of EF, a more nuanced picture may emerge when considering EF’s association with specific types of aggression. Indeed, aggregating heterogeneous antisocial behaviors into a single grouping (such as broad aggression) can
mask important developmental differences, and may impede the identification of mechanisms underlying such behaviors (Barker et al., 2007). As such, investigations of EF’s association with aggression generally lack specificity, and may overlook important differential relationships between EF and specific subtypes of aggression.

**1.3 Self Regulatory Abilities and Reactive & Proactive Aggression**

Important differences have been found between RA and PA with relation to cognitive and self-regulatory abilities. The social-cognitive literature suggests that impulsive, provoked aggression arises as a result of an impairment in social-information processing, such as poor cue encoding and interpretation of cues, which then leads to hostile attributional bias (Crick & Dodge, 1996; Ellis et al., 2009; Walters, 2007) and deficits in social problem solving (Dodge et al. 1997). In addition, a number of studies point to self-regulatory problems as important correlates of RA. For instance, several studies have linked RA to impairments in executive functioning (e.g., Ellis et al., 2009; Giancola et al., 1996; Stanford, Greve, & Gerstle, 1997), and particularly verbally-mediated executive functions (Greve et al., 2002; Villemarette-Pittman et al., 2003). Children engaging in RA also tend to be rated as more inattentive (Dodge et al., 1997; Vitaro, Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2002) and impulsive (Dodge et al., 1997) than proactively- or non-aggressive children. RA has also been associated with lower trait self-control (Latzman et al., 2011; Latzman & Vaidya 2013), higher levels of impulsivity (Miller & Lynam, 2006) and particularly impulsivity during periods of negative affect (Hecht & Latzman, 2015), increased substance abuse (Hubbard et al., 2002), and increased hyperactivity (McAuliffe et al., 2006). In terms of outcomes, compared to proactively aggressive children, reactively aggressive children experience poorer psychosocial adjustment (e.g., Card & Little, 2006) and are less likely to
be accepted and more likely to be victimized by their peers (Dodge et al., 1990; Dodge et al., 1997; Vitaro et al., 2006).

In contrast, PA is associated with positive outcome expectations (Walters, 2007) as well as valuing aggression as a means to achieve desired goals (Dodge et al., 1997). Few studies have considered the role of specific cognitive processes in PA; however, it appears that PA may not be associated with the same executive functioning impairments as RA (Ellis et al., 2009). Further, PA is less strongly associated with (Latzman & Vaidya, 2013) or not associated with (Latzman et al., 2011) lower levels of self-control, although this finding is not unequivocal, as impulsivity-related psychopathic personality traits have been found to be more strongly associated with PA than RA (Hecht et al., in press). Proactively-aggressive children also do not display the same difficulties with attention exhibited by those who engage in RA or a combination of RA and PA, and informants rate PA children lower on impulsivity than RA children (Dodge et al., 1997). RA and PA are also associated with differential outcomes. For example, longitudinal research indicates adolescent RA is associated with negative emotionality and anxiety in adulthood, while proactive aggression is associated with psychopathic personality traits and antisocial behavior in adulthood (Fite et al., 2010).

All told, the extant literature indicates RA and PA may result from different underlying cognitive processes, and highlights the importance of self-regulatory abilities, such as EF, in the explanation of RA and PA. Overall, RA is characterized by cognitive impairments, and particularly processes related to EF, such as low self-control and problems with inhibition. Although not unequivocal, PA is characterized by relatively higher levels of these processes, such as increased self-control and an ability to plan and
carry out goal-directed acts of aggression. Moreover, given that the theoretical distinction between RA and PA rests primarily upon the level of impulsivity and planning underlying the act, and given the importance of EF in the explanation of general aggression, it appears especially important to investigate the potential differential associations between EF and both RA and PA. Nevertheless, very few studies have examined EF specifically in relation to RA and PA, and an even smaller number of studies consider EF as a multidimensional construct. However, EF is a heterogeneous construct that can be parsed into meaningful components such as inhibition, switching between mental sets, and updating information in service of goal attainment (Miyake et al., 2000). To further clarify the role of self-regulatory abilities in the differentiation of RA and PA, and to understand EF’s contribution more specifically, it is important to consider the construct of EF at the component level.

1.4 EF as a Multidimensional Construct

As noted previously, EF represents a constellation of higher-order cognitive processing abilities important for problem solving in the service of goal attainment. Nevertheless, EF is a complex construct that is difficult to define (Jurado & Rosselli, 2007) and to measure (Miyake & Friedman, 2012). One reason for this is what is known as the “task impurity” problem. Tasks designed to measure EF necessarily involve the use of multiple cognitive processes, including non-EF processes such as perception, attention, and memory. As such, scores from EF tasks are confounded by variance attributable to other non-EF processes, making it difficult to isolate that which is attributable to the specific EF of interest (e.g., Miyake et al., 2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012; Washburn, Latzman, Schultz, & Bramlett, 2015). Recent efforts by Miyake and colleagues (2000; 2012) as well as others (e.g., Latzman & Markon, 2010; Lehto et al., 2003) have resulted in significant
advances regarding the task impurity problem common among EF measures. Using factor analytic approaches, these investigations have resulted in the identification of isolated components of EF. This approach allows for multiple EF tasks to be used as indicators of a single target EF component, such that common processes across tasks are statistically extracted into a single, more pure estimate of the target EF (Miyake & Friedman, 2012).

Overall, these factor analytic studies have revealed that EF involves separable but related components, although the exact structure of these components varies in the literature. In the original framework, Miyake & colleagues (Miyake et al., 2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012) have demonstrated considerable empirical support for a 3-factor model of EF, which has been further supported by results from numerous studies that reveal the same pattern across various samples and using various EF tasks (Friedman et al., 2011; Latzman & Markon, 2010; Rose, Feldman, & Jankowski, 2011; Vaughan & Giovanello, 2010). The three separable, yet related components of EF have been termed Inhibition (Latzman & Markon, 2010; Lehto et al., 2003; Miyake et al., 2000), Monitoring (Latzman & Markon, 2010; also referred to as “Working Memory” by Lehto et al., 2003, and “Updating” by Miyake et al., 2000), and Conceptual Flexibility (Latzman & Markon, 2010; also termed “Shifting” by Lehto et al., 2003 and Miyake et al., 2000). The Inhibition component reflects an individual’s ability to control or inhibit dominant or automatic responses to stimuli; Monitoring involves the tracking and appraisal of incoming task information as well as the updating of information in working memory if appropriate; and Conceptual Flexibility involves shifting between tasks and performing new tasks while dealing with proactive interference from the previous task.
Recently, this original three-factor model has been reconsidered, as emerging research indicates that a nested model may better capture the separable but related structure among factors of EF (e.g., Friedman et al., 2008; 2011). Laying the groundwork for a nested model, Friedman and colleagues (2008) conducted a hierarchical latent variable model in which all three latent components of EF were specified to indicate a latent, higher-order “Common EF” factor. Because the Inhibition component was found to correlate perfectly (i.e., \( r = 1.0 \)) with the Common-EF factor, Friedman and colleagues demonstrated that individual differences in inhibitory abilities are entirely explained by the variance that is common across all EF tasks. Thus, the unity and diversity of EF appears to be better captured through a nested, bifactor model, than through the original three-factor framework (Miyake & Friedman, 2012). In this model, the unity of EF is represented by a “Common EF” factor, which encompasses the shared variance across all EF tasks. Once this common variance is accounted for, there is no longer enough inhibition-specific variance to manifest its own factor. In comparison, the diversity of EF is represented by “Updating-specific” and “Shifting-specific” factors, each of which encompass the variance unique to their respective components of EF. Although no studies to date have leveraged more traditional neuropsychology-based tasks of EF to model EF using this nested, bifactor approach, the framework has received considerable support across various independent samples using computerized EF tasks (for a review, see Miyake & Friedman, 2012), and is increasingly utilized to disentangle EF’s association with external correlates (e.g., personality; Fleming, Heintzelman, & Bartholow, 2015).

The unity and diversity of EF also appears to be biologically based. Specifically, although researchers have yet to reach a consensus as to the precise localization of EF
components within the brain, research does suggest that specific EF components may be
differentially associated with specific regions within the frontal cortex, and particularly the
prefrontal cortex (e.g., Robinson et al., 2013). Moreover, research using a latent variable
framework of EF has also revealed that individual differences in the unity (Common EF)
and diversity (Updating-specific and Shifting-specific EF) aspects of EF have a substantial
genetic contribution (Friedman et al., 2008), indicating that EF appears to have a complex
genetic structure (Miyake & Friedman, 2012). Taken together, in light of the strong
empirical support for the unity and diversity of EF across multiple levels of analysis
(genetic, neuroanatomical, and task-based), it appears crucial to account for the unity and
diversity of EF when considering EF’s associations with external correlates, such as
aggression.

1.5 Components of EF and RA/PA

Indeed, a small but growing body of literature focuses on various of aspects of EF in
relation general aggression, rather than considering EF as a single unitary construct. For
example, youth engaging in higher levels of aggressive behavior exhibit impairments in
tasks involving inhibition, conceptual flexibility, and monitoring abilities compared to
controls (Hughes et al., 1998; Raaijmakers et al., 2008), with the greatest differences
observed on tasks tapping inhibition. However, surprisingly few studies have explicitly
examined the specific associations with subtypes of aggression, such as RA and PA.
Nevertheless, it is important to consider common as well as potentially distinct
associations between components of EF and these subtypes of aggression. Such
investigations have the potential to contribute to an understanding of the neurobiological
processes underlying different behavioral manifestations of aggression, which can
ultimately assist in laying the groundwork for the development of preventative interventions (Beauchaine et al., 2008).

The few studies that do explicitly examine the specific associations between EF and RA and/or PA are limited by methodological issues that obscure findings: specifically, failing to simultaneously consider RA and PA; or failing to represent the unity and diversity of EF adequately in measurement and/or analysis. For example, Stanford, Greve, & Gerstle (1997) examined EF and self-reported impulsiveness in a small sample of college students (N=24) who were classified as “impulsive aggressive” and “non-aggressive” based on their self-report of aggressive episodes in the past six months. Although this study utilized several measures tapping various EF abilities, all of the significant group differences were based on performance on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST). The impulsive-aggressive individuals exhibited impairments in responding appropriately to competing task demands, impulse control, and verbal strategic processing, as well as increased perseverative errors, while their non-aggressive peers did not. Building on Stanford, Greve, and Gerstle (1997), Villemarette-Pittman and colleagues (2003) employed the same criteria for classifying impulsive- and non-aggressive college students, and examined both language and executive functioning by utilizing five language measures with increasing levels of executive demands. Individuals who reported engaging in impulsive aggressive outbursts also exhibited problems organizing verbal information, which the authors theorized may be an indication of executive dysfunction rather than a verbal weakness specifically (Villemarette-Pittman et al., 2003).

Whereas the studies by Villemarette-Pittman and colleagues (2003) and Stanford, Greve, and Gerstle (1997) both classified individuals as impulsive- or non-aggressive to
examine group differences in EF, Giancola et al. (1996) used a prospective design to examine EF’s prediction of self-reported RA among a sample of 291 boys at a two-year follow up assessment. The authors utilized five neuropsychological tasks tapping various components of EF (planning, attention, abstract reasoning, foresight, judgment, self-monitoring, and motor control) to model a single, latent EF factor, and associated it with RA. The authors found a deficit in the latent EF factor to be predictive of RA in youth who had a family history of substance abuse, but not for those without such history.

Overall, these studies indicate RA is associated with lower levels of EF; however, by comparing impulsive aggressive or individuals engaging in RA to non-aggressive individuals, the way in which EF may relate to both impulsive as well as planned acts of aggression remains unanswered. Moreover, from this literature it is unclear precisely which components of EF are most relevant to RA. One reason for this is that single scores from complex or broad neuropsychological measures involving multiple EF processes, such as those from the WCST, are susceptible to the task impurity problem described previously (e.g., Miyake et al., 2000). As indicated above, the significant group differences in Stanford, Greve, and Gerstle’s (1997) study were on various scores from the WCST. Although this task is a frequently used measure of EF, it is a complex task and performance deficits can arise for a variety of reasons. As such, the way in which EF processes are involved in performance on such tasks is unclear (Miyake et al., 2000). Further, although commonly thought to be a set-shifting task, performance on the WCST has been shown to involve multiple component processes of EF, including shifting and inhibition (Miyake et al., 2000). As such, it is unclear from Stanford, Greve, & Gerstle’s (1997) study precisely which EF processes might be implicated in RA. Similarly, by combining multiple tasks tapping
various EF component processes into a single factor of EF, Giancola et al. (1996) may have unintentionally masked important differential associations between components of EF and RA/PA. Overall, a major limitation of the above-reviewed studies is that although they utilized impulsive aggression (conceptually similar to RA) or RA, they did not simultaneously examine the potential differential role of EF in RA and PA at the component level.

To date, one study has examined both RA and PA in relation to components EF; however, the operationalization of EF, RA, and PA renders findings difficult to interpret. In a sample of 84 boys in elementary school, Ellis et al. (2009) examined how specific deficits in EF relate to RA and PA as assessed via a six-item teacher-report (Dodge & Coie, 1987). The authors utilized performance on three tasks as indicators of EF: perseverative errors on the WCST was used as an indicator of cognitive flexibility; total number of moves on the Tower of Hanoi (TOH) was used as an indicator of planning ability; and number of self-corrections on the Stroop Color-Word Interference Task was used as an indicator of response inhibition. At the bivariate level, Ellis et al. (2009) found RA to be significantly positively associated with response inhibition deficits and problems with planning, whereas PA was not significantly associated with any of the EF variables. The authors then conducted three regression analyses for RA and PA. In each model, RA or PA was used to predict each individual component of EF. The authors also considered the potential moderating role of two social information processing variables: hostile attributional bias and hostile cue encoding. RA was positively associated with response inhibition difficulties, but not significantly associated with planning or conceptual flexibility; however, significant interactions were found, such that individuals with higher levels of social information
processing deficits exhibited stronger associations between response inhibition and RA, as well as planning and RA. Whereas no main effects were found between PA and any of the EF variables, a significant interaction emerged such that individuals with higher levels of social information processing deficits exhibited a stronger negative association between planning deficits and PA. Taken together, these findings indicate that EF deficits, and particularly inhibition, may be associated with RA, but that PA appears to be unrelated or possibly negatively related to specific deficiencies in EF (Ellis et al., 2009).

Several methodological issues cause Ellis et al.’s (2009) findings to be difficult to interpret. Specifically, the authors utilized the WCST and TOH as indicators of EF, yet it is unclear which component processes of EF are involved in these tasks. Both are complex neuropsychological tasks tapping involving many cognitive abilities, and are thus susceptible to the task impurity problem as performance likely involves multiple components of EF as well as nonexecutive cognitive processes (Miyake et al., 2000). Further, although Ellis et al. (2009) conceptualized TOH performance as tapping planning abilities, as noted previously, factor analytic studies have found performance on a similar tower task to load inconsistently on various components of EF (Latzman & Markon, 2010), and performance on TOH to load uniquely on the inhibition component (Miyake et al., 2000). As such, it is possible that Ellis et al.’s (2009) “planning” component was actually an indicator of aspects of EF more related to inhibition, which may better represented in a nested bifactor framework as a component of EF that is important for performance across all EF tasks (Friedman et al., 2008; 2011; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). All told, the complexity of these tasks, as well as their lack of adequate construct validity, obscures conclusions regarding what the tasks actually measure. Further, by running separate
hierarchical regression models for each component of EF, Ellis et al. (2009) did not account for shared variance among components of EF. As reviewed above, components of EF are related yet separable (as are RA and PA); therefore, accounting for the unity and diversity of EF is vital to understanding the unique relationships between EF and RA/PA.

It is also important to consider various approaches to the operationalization of RA and PA, as some measurement approaches may have advantages over others. For example, Ellis et al. (2009) utilized a teacher-report operationalization of RA and PA. Yet, motivation is often intrinsic and not observable by outsiders, and it may not be fully unveiled via teacher-report. Considering the centrality of motivation in the distinction between RA and PA, it may be prudent to explore other avenues for the assessment of RA and PA, particularly those that might better differentiate between RA and PA by elucidating the private motivations behind the aggressive acts. Specifically, self-report measures of RA and PA may be more useful than objective teacher ratings when it comes to identifying private motivations behind aggressive acts (Raine et al., 2006).

1.6 Current Study

In the current study, the specific associations between components of EF (i.e., its unity and diversity) and subtypes of aggression (i.e., RA and PA) are explored. Given that RA and PA potentially represent different etiological pathways to aggression (e.g., Crick and Dodge, 1996), and are longitudinally associated with different outcomes (e.g., Fite et al., 2010), investigations of the common and distinct associations between components of EF and RA/PA may provide more insight into the development of aggression. Such investigations will lay the groundwork for identifying pathways from EF to various subtypes of aggression, and potential avenues through which to intervene.
The current study improves upon the above-reviewed literature by utilizing a reliable and valid self-report measure of RA and PA, allowing the respondent to indicate his or her individual motivations behind aggression. RA and PA are highly correlated, which has obscured conclusions regarding their associations with external constructs such as aggression. Thus, in the current study, both RA and PA’s shared as well as unique variance is considered in analyses. Consistent with previous research (i.e., Cima & Raine, 2009; Hecht & Latzman, 2015; Hecht et al., in press), in bivariate analyses, in addition to raw scores, residual RA/PA scores are used to index “pure” RA and PA independent of each other. Similarly, through the use of structural equation modeling, overlapping variance between RA/PA is taken into account.

In addition to this more nuanced investigation of RA and PA, the current study further improves upon the previous literature though the use of a nested, bifactor model of EF using traditional neuropsychology-based indicators of EF. As described previously, this approach is consistent with a growing body of literature revealing that EF is comprised of separable but related components, not adequately captured through aggregate EF scores, which are best conceptualized through the unity (Common EF) and diversity (Monitoring- and Conceptual Flexibility specific-EF) framework (Miyake & Friedman, 2012). Further, by including all variables simultaneously in structural modeling, the current study examines the specific associations between latent components of EF and RA/PA, while accounting for shared variance between RA/PA.

Consistent with Friedman and colleagues (2008; 2011; Miyake & Friedman, 2012), it was expected that the nested, bifactor model of EF would fit the data well. The hypothesized nested model consists of three factors: a “Common EF” factor, accounting for
shared variance across EF tasks and thus encompassing variance related to Inhibition; a “Monitoring-specific” factor, accounting for variance unique to scores tapping the ability to track and appraise incoming task information and update information in working memory appropriately; and a “Conceptual Flexibility-specific” factor, accounting for variance unique to scores tapping the ability to shift between tasks. Because RA is considered to be an impulsive response to provocation (e.g., Berkowitz, 1993), and research indicates it is associated with decreased levels of inhibition (e.g., Ellis et al., 2009), it was hypothesized that RA will be uniquely negatively associated with the Common EF factor, as it encompasses variance related to inhibition. Given the above-reviewed literature suggesting certain antisocial and aggressive behaviors that require higher levels of planning and deliberation may be associated with increased levels of EF (Barker et al., 2007; Raine et al., 1998), it was hypothesized that PA will be uniquely associated with higher levels of specific components of EF. However, given that very few studies have considered components of EF in relation to PA, hypotheses for PA’s unique associations are tentatively proposed. Specifically, Barker et al. (2007) found theft to be positively associated with tasks tapping monitoring and conceptual flexibility. Similar to theft, PA theoretically requires the ability to maintain and update strategies in the service of goal attainment. As such, it was hypothesized that the Monitoring-specific and Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF would be uniquely positively associated with PA.
2 METHOD

2.1 Participants

Data were drawn from a racially diverse sample of 384 undergraduate participants, aged 18-52 years ($M_{age} = 20.9$, $SD = 4.9$; 57% female), who participated in a larger study of cognitive and personality factors contributing to individual differences in behavior among college students (see Hecht & Latzman, 2015). Of the participants, 45.6% self identified as Black, 30.5% as White, 11.2% as Asian/Asian-American, 8.1% as other. All procedures were approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board.

Participants were recruited using an online recruitment system through the university. Participants came into the laboratory for a 2-hour data collection session. Upon arrival to the laboratory, participants reviewed and signed the consent form under the direction of a research assistant, and completed the assessments. Participants were compensated with course credit via the online system.

2.2 Measures

2.2.1 Delis Kaplan Executive Functioning System (D-KEFS)

The Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS; Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001) is a standardized assessment of executive function. The D-KEFS was standardized on a nationally representative, stratified sample of nonclinical children, adolescents, and adults, ages 8 to 89 years. The D-KEFS has research support for its general validity and internal consistency reliability (Delis, Kramer, Kaplan, & Holdnack, 2004), as well as test–retest reliability (Homack, Lee, & Riccio, 2005).

As noted previously, recent factor analytic work (Latzman & Markon, 2010) has found that D-KEFS individual achievement scores can be reduced to three components: Conceptual
Flexibility, Monitoring, and Inhibition. These three empirically-derived aspects of EF have been shown to be differentially associated with other outcomes of interest (e.g., academic achievement; Latzman, Elkovich, Young, & Clark, 2010). Based on previous factor analytic work (Latzman & Markon, 2010), the following D-KEFS tasks were included in the current study:

(1) Trail Making Test, a measure of attention, concentration, resistance to distraction, and cognitive flexibility, which involves connecting sets of dots as rapidly as possible while still maintaining accuracy and adhering to rules;

(2) Verbal Fluency Test, a measure of letter fluency, category fluency, and category switching, which requires speeded lexical production and automatic lexical access and reflects efficient lexical organization;

(3) Color-Word Interference Test, which involves rapidly naming colored words according to a set of rules, assesses selective or focused attention, and the ability to shift from one perceptual set to another as test requirements change as well as the ability to inhibit inappropriate responding; and

(4) Sorting Test, a measure of conceptual flexibility and set shifting, which involves sorting cards into groups according to a set of rules, or identifying the categories of pre-sorted cards.

These tasks were chosen as they have been shown to evidence the highest loadings on EF components (Inhibition, Monitoring, and Conceptual Flexibility; Latzman & Markon, 2010). Specifically, using Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA), Latzman & Markon (2010) demonstrated that Conceptual Flexibility is best reflected by all three scores from the Sorting Test: free sort, free sort description, and sort recognition; Monitoring is reflected by the two category switching
scores from the Verbal Fluency tests; and Inhibition is reflected by the inhibition and inhibition/switching scores from the Color–Word Test in addition to the Trail Making Test. Given that these tasks evidenced the highest factor loadings, it was assumed they tasks would adequately measure the unity and diversity of EF in the current study. Standard scores from each task were included in analyses.

2.2.2 Reactive-Proactive Aggression Questionnaire

The Reactive-Proactive Aggression Questionnaire (RPQ; Raine et al., 2006) is a 23-item measure with two scales: Reactive Aggression (RA) and Proactive Aggression (PA). Participants respond to items using a 3-point scale (Never; Sometimes; Often) to indicate how often they have engaged in various reactively-aggressive and proactively-aggressive behaviors. Example Proactive and Reactive items include, respectively: “Had fights with others to show who was on top,” and “Gotten angry when others threatened you.” Each item is rated as 0 (never), 1 (sometimes), or 2 (often) for frequency of occurrence. The RPQ demonstrates adequate reliability, with internal consistencies ranging from .86 for PA to .84 for RA (Raine et al., 2006). As reported previously, (Hecht & Latzman, 2015), in the current sample, internal consistencies were .82 for RA and .81 for PA.

2.3 Analyses

Descriptive statistics were calculated for all variables. Next, zero-order correlations between D-KEFS scaled scores and RA/PA were calculated. In addition to raw (original) RA and PA scores, because RA and PA are often highly correlated (Poulin & Boivin, 2000), and consistent with previous research (i.e., Cima & Raine, 2009; Hecht & Latzman, 2015; Hecht et al., in press), residualized RA and PA scores were saved to index “pure” RA and PA independent
of each other. Specifically, RA was regressed on PA and the standardized residual was saved, and vice versa.

To examine for factorability, zero-order correlations were conducted among EF scores. All items were significantly correlated, indicating that each item shared variance with other items. Next, a measurement model was specified to confirm the nested, bifactor model of EF fit the data well. All structural analyses were completed using Mplus 7 (Muthen & Muthen, 1998-2012). As described earlier, the EF measurement model was a nested bifactor model consistent with recent CFA studies by Friedman and colleagues (2008; 2011; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). In the model, three components of EF were specified to fit the data (see Figure 1): Common-EF, Monitoring specific-EF, and Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF. All eight D-KEFS scores were set to load on the Common EF factor. In addition, the two scores from the Verbal Fluency Task (Category Switching condition) were set to load on the Monitoring-specific factor, and the three scores from the Card Sorting Task (Free Sort and Sort Recognition conditions) were set to load on the Conceptual Flexibility-specific factor. To examine the fit of this nested, bifactor model, multiple fit indices were considered, including chi-square, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR).

Finally, structural equation modeling (SEM) was conducted to examine the associations between latent EF components and RA/PA. First, parcels were created as indicators of RA and PA. This approach was chosen in order to optimize power, as the RPQ consists of 23 items. Specifically, the use of parcels rather than individual items to estimate latent RA and PA results in a decreased number of observed variables, thereby increasing power (Little et al., 2002). RA and PA were each measured by three parcels computed from the average of multiple items from
their respective scales. To ensure parcels were balanced indicators of their respective construct, item-total correlations were first conducted between items from each scale and the respective total score. Item to construct balancing was used to select items for each parcel so that low, moderate, and high indicators were equally represented across parcels (Little, Cunningham, & Sharer, 2002). The resulting parcels each consisted of 2-3 items.

A structural equation model was then specified in which RA and PA were regressed on the components of EF from the nested, bifactor measurement model, as well as the demographic covariates of age, gender (dummy coded as female = 1, male = 0), and race (dummy coded as white = 1, non-white=0). Again, to examine model fit, multiple fit indices were considered, including chi-square, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR).
3 RESULTS

3.1 Bivariate Correlations

Bivariate correlations between demographic variables, D-KEFS scaled scores, and both raw and residual RA/PA are shown in Table 1. With regard to demographics, both raw and residual PA were significantly negatively associated with gender ($r = -.23, p < .01; r = -.25, p < .01$, respectively), indicating that being female was associated with lower levels of PA, whereas being male was associated with higher levels. No other significant associations emerged between RA/PA and demographic variables.

With regard to associations between EF and subtypes of aggression, the pattern of correlations between D-KEFS scores and aggression was largely consistent for raw and residual RA/PA. Raw PA was not significantly associated with any of the D-KEFS variables, whereas raw RA was significantly negatively associated with both TMT Condition 4 and CW Condition 3 ($r = -.13, p < .05; r = -.24, p < .05$, respectively). Similarly, residual RA was again significantly negatively associated with both TMT Condition 4 and CW Condition 3 ($r = -.10, p < .05; r = -.15, p < .01$, respectively); whereas residual PA emerged as significantly positively associated with CW Condition 3 ($r = .29, p < .01$). Overall, correlations between the D-KEFS scores and RA/PA (both raw and residual) were quite low, indicating each individual core accounted for very little variance in aggression. This highlights one of the downfalls of using single task indicators of EF, and underscores the importance of a latent variable approach when examining EF in relation to external constructs.
Table 1. Bivariate correlations among covariates, D-KEFS scaled scores, and raw and residual RA and PA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Raw Scores</th>
<th>Residual Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Covariates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (non-white = 0, white = 1)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male = 0; female = 1)</td>
<td>-0.23**</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D-KEFS Scaled Scores</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Condition 4</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Condition 3</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Condition 4</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF Category Switching Total Correct</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF Category Switching Accuracy</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST Condition 1 Correct Sorts</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST Condition 1 Description</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST Condition 2 Recognition</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. *p*.05; **p*.01

3.2 Nested bifactor model of EF

To confirm the appropriateness of using the nested bifactor model of EF with the D-KEFS tasks, a measurement model was fitted. As described above, in this nested, bifactor model, all D-KEFS standard scores were set to load on the Common-EF factor; the two scores from the
Verbal Fluency task were set to load on the Monitoring-specific factor, and the three scores from the Card Sorting Task were set to load on the Conceptual Flexibility-specific factor. As can be seen in Figure 1, all items loaded significantly on their respective factors. Although the chi-square test of model fit was significant ($p < .01$), the remaining fit indices were favorable (SRMR < .10, CFI > .95; RMSEA < .10; Klein, 2011), indicating this model fit the data well (see Table 2). The magnitude of the factor loadings ranged from .23 to .76 for Common EF (with the highest factor loadings demonstrated by the two scores from the Color-Word Interference Task), .92 to .94 for Monitoring-specific EF, and .56- to .93 for Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF.

Table 2. Fit Indices for the bifactor and structural models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$X^2_M (df)$</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
<th>RMSEA [90%CI]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nested Bifactor Model</td>
<td>35.33** (17)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.05 [.03-.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Model</td>
<td>231.45** (102)</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.06 [.05-.07]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: N=384. **p<.01. CFI = Comparative Fit Index; SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residual; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation.*
Figure 1. Measurement model depicting nested, bifactor model of EF.

Note. N=384. $X^2 (17) = 35.33, p<.01$; SRMR = .04; CFI = .99; RMSEA = .05. Latent factors of EF are indicated by standardized D-KEFS scores. Numbers on paths between indicators and EF components represent standardized factor loadings; all factor loadings are significant. Numbers on arrows pointing to each indicator represent standardized residual variances; all residual variances are significant with the exception of those in italics. TMT 4 = Trail Making Test, Condition 4; CW 3 = Color Word Interference Task, Condition 3; CW 4 = Color Word Interference Task, Condition 4; VF CS = Verbal Fluency, Category Switching Score; VF CSA = Verbal Fluency, Category Switching Accuracy; ST 1 CC = Card Sorting Test, Confirmed Correct Sorts; ST 1 FS = Card Sorting Test, Free Sort Description Score; ST 2 SD = Card Sorting Test Sort Recognition Description Score.

3.3 Structural equation modeling

Finally, structural equation modeling was conducted to examine the associations between RA/PA and components of EF. EF was modeled according to the nested bifactor model described above, with latent RA and PA (modeled from their respective parcels) regressed on the Common, Monitoring-specific, and Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF factors; as well as age, race, and gender as covariates. As illustrated in Table 2, this model fit the data well ($X^2 (102) = 231.45, p < .01$; SRMR = .07; CFI = .96; RMSEA = .06). Only PA emerged as significantly
associated with any of the covariates; specifically, PA was significantly negatively associated with gender ($\beta = -0.26, p < .01$) as well as race ($\beta = -0.21, p < .01$), indicating that being female and being white were both associated with lower levels of PA. Consistent with previous research (e.g., Hecht & Latzman, 2015; Hecht et al., in press; Raine et al., 1996; Poulin & Boivin, 2000), latent RA and PA were significantly positively associated ($\beta = 0.72, p < .01$). As shown in Figure 2, PA was significantly explained by Monitoring ($\beta = 0.16, p < .01$), but was not significantly explained by Inhibition ($\beta = -0.01, p = .88$) or Conceptual Flexibility ($\beta = 0.09, p = .13$). RA was explained by Conceptual Flexibility ($\beta = 0.15, p < .02$), Inhibition (although the association did not quite reach significance; $\beta = -0.14, p = .05$), and was not significantly associated with Monitoring ($\beta = 0.04, p = .48$).
Figure 2. Structural model depicting latent components of EF and their association with latent RA and PA.

Note. N=384. Latent components of EF are indicated by standardized D-KEFS scores. Latent RA and PA are indicated by parcels created from items on the RPQ. Numbers on paths between indicators and latent variables represent standardized factor loadings; all factor loadings are significant. Numbers on arrows pointing to each indicator represent standardized residual variances; all residual variances are significant with the exception of those in italics. Numbers between latent variables represent standardized betas; **p < .01, *p < .05, +p = .05. RA = Reactive Aggression; PA = Proactive Aggression; TMT 4 = Trail Making Test, Condition 4; CW 3 = Color Word Interference Task, Condition 3; CW 4 = Color Word Interference Task, Condition 4; VF CS = Verbal Fluency, Category Switching Score; VF CSA = Verbal Fluency, Category Switching Accuracy; ST 1 CC = Card Sorting Test, Confirmed Correct Sorts; ST 1 FS = Card Sorting Test, Free Sort Description Score; ST 2 SD = Card Sorting Test Sort Recognition Description Score.
4 DISCUSSION

A large body of literature confirms the importance of EF in the explanation of general aggression (e.g., Giancola, 1995; Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000; Ogilvie et al., 2011; Seguin, 2009; Seguin & Zelazo, 2005); however, the precise nature of this association is poorly understood. Specifically, while a majority of this literature reveals strong associations between deficits in EF and the engagement in aggressive behaviors, a smaller body of literature suggests some aggressive behaviors are associated with relatively higher levels of performance on tasks of EF (e.g., Barker et al., 2007; Raine et al., 1998). There are two primary limitations that potentially contribute to these equivocal findings. First, the vast majority of this literature has utilized conceptualizations of aggression that lack specificity. Aggression is a broad, heterogeneous construct that can be broken down into meaningful subtypes, which may evidence differential associations with components of EF. When the lower-order structure of aggression is not taken into account, these potential differential associations may be overlooked.

A second limitation obfuscating conclusions stems from the use of similarly over-simplified conceptualizations of EF that lack specificity. Much of this research conceptualizes EF as a single, broad construct (e.g., Giancola et al., 1996), and/or utilizes single task indicators of EF (e.g., Ellis et al. 2009; Stanford, Greve, & Gerstle, 1997). However, recent theoretical and empirical developments reveal that EF is comprised of separable, but related components (e.g., Miyake et al., 2000) that cannot be adequately teased apart through the use of any one single task. Taken together, these findings suggest that research failing to account for the unity and diversity of EF through measurement and analysis is at risk of overlooking nuances in its associations with external constructs. Given these limitations in the existing literature, in the current study, the nuanced associations between EF and subtypes of aggression were explored.
through a latent variable approach. First, the appropriateness of using a nested bifactor model of EF was confirmed; and second, this bifactor model of EF was used to examine the specific associations between components of EF and RA and PA. Results revealed components of EF are differentially associated with RA and PA, such that impulsive, provoked aggression is associated with lower levels of goal-oriented inhibition and higher levels of flexibility, whereas planned, goal-oriented aggression is associated with higher levels of working memory. Thus, findings from the current study underscore the importance of considering the multidimensional nature of EF as well as aggression when examining their associations with external constructs of interest.

4.1 Nested, bi-factor model of EF

Before examining the contribution of components of EF to subtypes of aggression, it was first necessary to confirm the appropriateness of a nested, bifactor model of EF using traditional neuropsychology-based tasks of EF. Initial research on the factor structure of EF revealed three separate yet related components (e.g., Miyake et al., 2000) of Inhibition, Monitoring, and Conceptual Flexibility (Latzman & Markon, 2010), and this general factor structure has been observed across various samples using various indicators of EF (e.g., Friedman et al., 2011; Latzman & Markon, 2010; Rose, Feldman, & Jankowski, 2011; Vaughan & Giovanello, 2010). In recent years, this framework has been further developed (for a comprehensive review, see Miyake & Friedman, 2012) and in the current conceptualization, the components of EF are best represented in a nested, bifactor model. In this framework, the unity of EF is reflected by a Common EF component that encompasses variance common across all three EFs (Inhibition, Monitoring, and Conceptual Flexibility), and the diversity of EF is reflected by Monitoring-specific and Conceptual Flexibility-specific factors that encompass the variance that is unique to the respective ability (Friedman et al., 2008; 2011; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). Although this
nested, bifactor model has gained considerable traction in recent years (e.g., Miyake & Friedman, 2012), it has solely been considered within the cognitive psychology domain, using computer-based tasks as indicators of EF. The current study thus serves to extend these findings into the clinical neuropsychology domain, as it represents the first study to date to leverage traditional neuropsychology-based tasks of EF within this framework.

Consistent with findings from the cognitive-psychology domain (e.g. Friedman et al., 2008; 2011; Miyake & Friedman, 2012), results from the current study revealed that a nested, bifactor model of EF is appropriate using traditional clinical neuropsychology data. The advantage of using this data-driven, latent variable approach rather than creating composite EF scores from several tasks is illustrated by the factor loadings and residual variances. Specifically, factor loadings across components ranged from .23 to .94, with residual variances (the variance unrelated to the target component of EF) ranging from .02 to .81. Thus, each D-KEFS task included variance that was both related and unrelated to the target component of EF, underscoring the strength of a latent variable approach which reduces the amount of error in each factor (Bollen, 2014). The advantage of the latent variable approach is also underscored by the low bivariate correlations observed between specific D-KEFS scores and raw and residual RA/PA. Specifically, such low correlations indicate each individual D-KEFS task explains very little variance in RA and PA; highlighting the importance of using multiple task indicators to model the variance common across tasks as latent components of EF.

In terms of the unity of EF, factor loadings for the Common EF component ranged from .23-.76, indicating that the contribution of each D-KEFS score was rather variable. The highest contribution was from performance on two aspects of the Color-Word Interference task, a slightly-modified Stroop task, which is considered a classic indicator of inhibition (e.g., Miyake,
followed by the switching condition of the Trail-Making Task, which places demands on inhibitory abilities by requiring the inhibition of one task (connecting numbers in order) while switching mental sets (connecting letters in order). Importantly, these were also the three tasks evidencing the highest factor loadings on the Inhibition component in Latzman and Markon’s (2010) EFA investigation of the factor structure of the D-KEFS. The remaining Common EF tasks evidenced factor loadings ranging from .23-.33, indicating that each of these tasks also included substantial variance related to inhibition. Thus, the Common EF component is comprised of abilities important for performance on all of the D-KEFS tasks, with the largest contribution from inhibition-related abilities. Taken together, results indicate the Common EF variable largely reflects an ability to control or inhibit a pre-potent response in the service of goal-oriented action, which also involves the ability to attend to incoming and potentially competing task information and shift action accordingly. This is in line research utilizing computer-based tasks of EF (Friedman et al., 2008; 2011; Miyake & Friedman, 2012), in which the Common EF component is interpreted as encompassing the basic abilities required for all aspects of EF: the ability to actively maintain goals and use task-relevant information to engage inhibition as well as other lower-level processing toward successful goal completion. Indeed, this conceptualization of Common EF is consistent with views of goal-directed inhibitory control abilities (Munakata et al., 2011), and is thus the perspective assumed from the current results.

In this framework, the diversity of EF is represented by the Monitoring- and Conceptual Flexibility-specific components of EF, which reflect variance from performance on their respective indicators after the variance attributable to Common EF has been removed. In the current study, the Monitoring-Specific component evidenced the highest factor loadings (ranging from .92-.94), indicating that in this sample, although the variance associated with Verbal
Fluency performance contributed significantly to the Common EF component, it is better explained by the Monitoring-Specific component. Thus, in the current study, Monitoring-specific EF largely encompassed variance that was specific to the ability to track and appraise incoming task information, filter information that is relevant to the task at hand, and update this information in working memory appropriately. This is largely consistent with Miyake & Friedman’s (2012) speculation, based on computerized EF tasks, that this component is important for effectively filtering information and retrieving information from long-term storage. Finally, the Conceptual Flexibility-specific component also evidenced high factor loadings (ranging from .56-.93), reflecting substantial variance from performance on three aspects of the Card Sorting Task. This task requires the ability to actively switch between engaging verbal and perceptual abilities in order to produce and recognize various card sorts; thus, this component encompassed variance specific to the ability to switch flexibly between tasks or mental sets. Such an interpretation is largely consistent with Miyake & Friedman’s (2012) understanding of this component as reflecting flexibility in transitioning between task sets.

4.2 Associations between components of EF and RA/PA

The primary advantage of a latent variable approach to representing the unity and diversity of EF is that it encompasses the multidimensional nature of the construct, and also helps to alleviate the task impurity problem through the use of multiple task indicators of each component of EF (e.g., Miyake et al; Washburn et al., 2015). This benefit allowed for a more precise examination of the associations between components of EF and RA/PA than in previous studies, revealing specific associations between components of EF and RA and PA. Such results support the notion that although RA and PA are overlapping constructs, they do exhibit important distinct correlates (e.g., Ellis et al., 2009; Fite et al., 2007; McAuliffe et al., 2006),
suggesting these subtypes of aggression may arise from differing cognitive processes, with potentially unique neuroanatomical correlates.

In the current study, the Common EF factor emerged as marginally significantly associated with RA ($\beta = -.14$, $p = .05$), and was not associated with PA. As this component represents EF variance common across all D-KEFS tasks, and represents goal-directed inhibitory abilities, it appears that increased levels of goal-directed inhibition may be associated with lower levels of impulsive, reactionary aggression. Although this association did not reach the traditional, dichotomous $p < .05$ level of significance, the implication is consistent with theoretical expectations. Given that a primary distinction between RA and PA is the degree of impulsivity underlying the behavior (Berkowitz, 1993; Dodge, 1991; Raine et al., 2006), it would follow that increased inhibitory abilities might contribute to decreased RA. Indeed, research has found RA to be associated with decreased inhibitory abilities, such as performance on a Stroop task (Ellis et al., 2009), and on the WCST (Stanford, Greve, & Gerstle, 1997), which has been shown to involve multiple component processes of EF including inhibition (Miyake et al., 2000). Moreover, Giancola et al. (1996) modeled a single latent EF factor from a variety of EF tasks, and found that it was negatively associated with RA in boys with a family history of substance abuse. Although Giancola and colleagues conceptualized EF as a unidimensional construct, the tasks that evidenced positive factor loadings on the overarching EF factor all required a high degree of goal-oriented inhibition (a maze task, a vigilance task, and a forbidden toy task). Taken together, results confirm the negative association between goal-directed inhibitory abilities and RA. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the current borderline significant results converge with evidence from the above-reviewed studies, it will be important for future research to both replicate and explicate this finding. To facilitate prevention and intervention
efforts, it will be important to examine the specific mechanisms by which EF abilities contribute to decreased provoked aggression. For example, it is possible that increased goal-directed inhibition abilities are associated with lower levels of impulsive aggression through an increased ability to regulate emotions, as inhibitory control on a stop-signal task has been associated with increased success in emotion regulation (Tabibnia et al., 2011).

In addition to its negative association with Common EF, RA was significantly positively associated with the Conceptual Flexibility-Specific component of EF. This is unexpected, as the ability to switch flexibly between tasks or mental sets would theoretically be unrelated or negatively associated with RA. Given RA is an impulsive-aggressive response to provocation (e.g., Berkowitz, 1993; Dodge, 1991), it would seem counterintuitive that an increased ability to adjust behavior would be related to increased levels of provoked aggression. There are several potential explanations for this surprising finding. First, the Conceptual Flexibility-specific component represents variance that is unique to performance on the three scores that comprise this component; in other words, it represents the variance that remains after Common EF (largely comprised of goal-oriented inhibitory abilities) is removed. In contrast to inhibition, which can be thought of as rigidly resisting action, flexibility requires the ability to shift quickly, to adjust to variability in task demands and changing contingencies. It is possible that once this inhibition-related variance is removed by the Common-EF component, the variance in the tasks encompassed by Conceptual Flexibility-specific component reflects flexibility in the absence of inhibition, or a liability toward reactivity. Indeed, RA has been conceptualized as emotionally-driven (e.g., Berkowitz, 1993; Dodge, 1991), and research confirms its association with increased emotion dysregulation (Marsee & Frick, 2007; Shields & Cicchetti, 1998; Vitaro et al., 2002).
Research examining the association between Conceptual-Flexibility-specific abilities and impulsivity-related constructs also helps to contextualize the surprising positive association between Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF and RA found in the current study. Specifically, Friedman and colleagues (2007) demonstrated that shifting abilities were positively associated with attention problems throughout adolescence. Similarly, the ability to shift attention has also been associated with *decreased* levels of response inhibition (Jones, Rothbart, & Posner, 2003). Moreover, in a longitudinal study, Friedman et al. (2011) revealed that youth with higher levels of self-restraint evidenced increased levels of Common-EF and *decreased* levels of Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF two years later. Taken together, it appears that common EF and shifting-specific abilities sometimes evidence surprising opposing patterns of associations with external constructs (Miyake & Friedman, 2012), and particularly those related to behavioral control (Herd et al., 2014). Indeed, it has been theorized that goal-oriented action is regulated by opposing constraining forces (Goschke, 2000): whereas goal completion requires stability in maintaining that goal (e.g., inhibition), it also requires an ability to adjust strategy according to changing demands (e.g., flexibility). In other words, successfully completing a task requiring high levels of the Conceptual Flexibility-specific component of EF involves simultaneously carrying out two opposing processes – inhibiting the previous mental set while also holding it in mind and engaging a new task set (Davison, Amso, Anderson, & Diamond, 2006). In sum, decreased inhibitory abilities may “free up” flexibility, and vice versa. Thus, the decreased inhibition inherent in RA may allow for increased flexibility, which could help to explain the positive association between Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF and RA in the current study. Nevertheless, this interpretation is tentative, and given that the significant positive association between Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF and RA was unexpected, it requires further research.
This is particularly important because the Conceptual Flexibility-specific component in the current study is comprised entirely of variance from multiple parts of a single task. Specifically, variance related to performance from three parts of the Card Sorting Test contributed to this component: the number of confirmed correct card sorts from the Free Sorting condition, the score for the description of the sorts in the Free Sorting condition, and the score for recognizing the sorts in the Sort Recognition condition. Although the latent-variable approach in the current study reduces measurement error compared to the use of individual tasks (Bollen, 2014), it does not take into account potential shared method variance when the target component of EF is comprised of multiple indicators from the same task. Thus, additional studies utilizing multiple task indicators from various tasks will help to clarify what is reflected in the Conceptual Flexibility-specific component.

Given that few studies have examined associations between EF and PA, hypotheses regarding the specific associations between components of EF and PA were more cautious. Although it was tentatively hypothesized that both Conceptual Flexibility-specific and Monitoring-specific EF would be uniquely positively associated with PA, only Monitoring emerged as significant ($\beta = .16, p < .01$). Thus, the component of EF most relevant to planned, goal-directed aggression is the ability to monitor incoming information for relevance for the task at hand and then appropriately update online information with new, more relevant information. This is consistent with research indicating that antisocial behaviors requiring increased levels of planning and premeditation are associated with higher levels of EF, particularly monitoring- and conceptual-flexibility related abilities (Barker et al., 2007). The lack of association between PA and Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF was thus somewhat unexpected. As noted previously, Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF represents the variance in performance on its respective tasks
once the Common-EF variance has been extracted. It is possible that once this inhibition-related variance is removed, the variance unique to the ability to flexibly shift between mental sets and adjust action accordingly may not be as relevant to planned, goal-directed acts of aggression.

The distinct associations observed in the current study add to existing literature that provides evidence of external constructs that distinguish between RA and PA (e.g., Ellis et al., 2009; Fite et al., 2007; Hecht & Latzman, 2015; Hecht et al., in press; McAuliffe et al., 2006; Miller & Lynam, 2006). The specific pattern of associations revealed within this study indicate that RA and PA are characterized by unique cognitive processes. That is, whereas RA is a stimulus-driven, disinhibited response, PA is driven by top-down control in the service of goal attainment. Such results confirm the construct validity of RA and PA as unique but overlapping constructs, and thus provide both psychometric and psychological clarification of these constructs. Similarly, results help to confirm the validity of the nested, bi-factor model of EF, and provide clarification of what is represented by the specific components within this model.

In addition to clarifying the specific associations between components of EF and RA/PA, results from the current study have broader implications for our understanding of these constructs, and the biological mechanisms that underlie them. Overall, results lend credence to the notion that RA and PA may arise from unique cognitive processes, which may be associated with unique brain regions. Indeed, recent neuroimaging research using the unity and diversity framework of EF indicates that the EF components also demonstrate common and unique neuroanatomical correlates (Collette et al., 2005; Sylvester et al., 2003). Specifically, using positron emission tomography (PET), Collete and colleagues (2005) demonstrated that all inhibition, monitoring, and shifting tasks activated common frontal and parietal regions, whereas unique areas of the frontal and/or posterior regions were activated by monitoring and shifting
tasks specifically. Similarly, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), Sylvester and colleagues (2003) illustrated that inhibition and switching tasks activate common (e.g., parietal cortical) as well as unique (e.g., superior parietal and frontopolar cortical) areas of the brain. Indeed, within a nested, bifactor framework of EF, it has been suggested that unique neural networks underlie Common EF and Conceptual Flexibility-specific EF, which may help to explain their curious pattern of opposing associations with external constructs (Herd et al., 2014). Taken together with results from the current study, it appears that although RA and PA are overlapping constructs, they may arise from distinct cognitive processes that implicate specific regions and/or networks within the brain.

The notion that RA and PA may arise from different brain-based mechanisms is further strengthened by research revealing that there are considerable genetic contributions underlying individual differences in the various latent components of EF (Friedman et al., 2008). In their twin study, Friedman and colleagues (2008) discovered that the unity of EF (represented by the variance common across EF tasks) is 99% heritable; whereas the diversity of EF or the updating and shifting-specific components were 56% and 42% heritable, respectively. In follow up analyses, the authors found that the genetic influence on EF components went over and above the genetic influence of intelligence, further underscoring the strength of EF’s genetic contribution. When taken together with the current results, the genetic influence on EF components suggests that RA and PA may be associated with potentially unique underlying biological mechanisms. Thus, the current study lays the groundwork for future research to begin to consider the potentially unique pathways from biological, brain-based mechanisms to specific subtypes of aggressive behavior.
4.3 Strengths & Limitations

The current study possesses a number of strengths that contribute to an overall improvement over existing literature in this area. First, the latent variable approach in the current study improves upon previous literature, as observed variables are impure measures of their constructs. Through this approach, the variance common across multiple task indicators is leveraged to model the target latent variable, which results in a more pure or precise measure of the target variable (Bollen, 2014). This is an especially advantageous approach with regard to EF, as single tasks tapping EF abilities necessarily involve multiple lower levels processes, contributing to the “task impurity” problem described previously (e.g., Miyake et al., 2000; Washburn et al., 2015). In the current study, indicators of each target EF component were chosen based on a previous examination of the factor structure of the D-KEFS (Latzman & Markon, 2010), resulting in each EF component representing variance that was common across its tasks indicators, thereby reducing variance in each component that is related to non-EF processes.

An additional strength of the current study was the use of a self-report measure of RA and PA, which was used to model latent RA/PA. This allowed access into the private motivations behind aggressive acts (Raine et al., 2006), and the latent variable approach allowed for a more pure measure of RA and PA than would be possible through observed variables (Bollen, 2014). Finally, the use of structural equation modeling approach in analyses allowed for the examination of the unique associations with RA and PA, independent of their overlapping variance.

Despite these strengths, the current study is not without its limitations. Given the cross-sectional, correlational nature of these data, it will be important for longitudinal studies to prospectively examine the prediction of subtypes of aggression from components of executive
functioning. Further, the use of an undergraduate sample may limit the generalizability of these findings, and potentially contributes to a restriction of range problem in that participants drawn from a university community arguably demonstrate stronger than average cognitive abilities and low levels of aggression. In addition, it is possible that general intelligence may impact the associations between components of EF and RA/PA, as both EF (e.g., Miyake et al., 2001; Engle et al., 1999) and aggression (e.g., Moffitt et al., 1993) have been associated with intelligence. As such, it will be important for future research to consider the effect of intelligence on these associations. Nevertheless, given that EF and intelligence are separate constructs, and components of EF demonstrate a genetic influence that goes beyond the influence of intelligence alone (e.g., Friedman et al., 2008), specific associations between components of EF and subtypes of aggression would likely still remain, above and beyond the influence of intelligence.

Moreover, although the latent variable approach employed in the current study represents a significant improvement upon previous research, both Conceptual Flexibility and Monitoring were comprised of variance from performance on single tasks. Specifically, Conceptual Flexibility was reflected by three scores from various parts of the Card Sorting Task, and Monitoring was reflected by two scores from the Verbal Fluency Task. While this is certainly an improvement over single-task indicators of EF, particularly given the latent variable approach, it is possible that the variance contributing to each EF component may include task-specific variance unrelated to the target EF component. This is especially a concern for Monitoring, which is modeled from only two scores, both of which are from the same task condition. Thus, it will be important for future research to increase both the number and variety of indicators for each component, to further alleviate the task impurity problem and contribute to increased precision in measuring the target EF components. Additionally, as noted previously, this is the
first study to date to extend the nested, bifactor model of EF to more traditional
europsychology-based EF tasks. Although this is a significant strength of this investigation, it
will be important for future research to consider both cognitive as well as traditional
neuropsychology-based EF tasks, as the use of both modalities would also contribute to
alleviating the task impurity problem and reduce shared method variance.

4.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, limitations notwithstanding, the current study makes an important
contribution to the existing literature by providing the most in-depth and comprehensive
assessment to date of the nuanced associations between executive functioning and subtypes of
aggression. By leveraging a latent variable framework of EF, a well-validated self-report
measure of RA and PA, and employing a structural equation modeling analytic approach, the
current study elucidated the unique associations between components of EF and RA and PA.
Results revealed that impulsive, provoked aggression is explained by decreased goal-directed
inhibitory abilities, and increased flexibility. In contrast, increased monitoring and updating
abilities explain planned, goal-directed aggression. These findings underscore the importance of
considering the multidimensional nature of EF, as well as the heterogeneity within aggression,
rather than conceptualizing either as a single broad construct. The current findings have
considerable implications for understanding the specific mechanisms that link cognitive
functioning to antisocial behaviors. Indeed, the current results point to potentially unique brain-
based pathways from aspects of executive functioning to specific subtypes of aggression, and
thus reveal potential avenues through which to intervene. Overall, it appears that aggression may
not arise from purely *deficits* in cognitive functioning – rather, aspects of EF may decrease the
engagement in certain subtypes of aggression (e.g., goal-oriented inhibition), while others may contribute to tendencies toward specific subtypes of aggression (e.g., flexibility, monitoring).
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